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A lavishly illustrated new account of the battle of Kursk.
A brand new edition of Arthur Koestler's gripping tale of
arrest, imprisonment, and subsequent escape to London
from Nazi-occupied France. Arthur Koestler is now an
essential part of the English literary landscape both as
political activist, controversialist and the author of
Darkness at Noon. He stands beside George Orwell as
one of the key writers of the twentieth century who
embraced communism but would later turn against the
partyand denounce the tragic distortions and abuses that
had betrayed the great vision.
Michael Wittmann (Vogelthal, 22 April 1914 – Caen, 8
August 1944) was a famous officer of the Waffen-SS, he
is considered one of the most legendary and combative
tank commanders of the Second World War. He
achieved his tactical masterpiece immediately after the
Allied landings in Normandy on 13 June 1944, when in
just an hour he destroyed 21 tanks and 28 other armored
vehicles of the British 7th Armored Division in the village
of Villers-Bocage. Less than a month later, on August 8,
during Operation Totalize, Wittmann died along with four
other members of his crew, not before achieving the
most victories in history for a tank crew, with the
destruction of nearly 300 enemy vehicles. for a long time
the remains of the mythical commander were not found,
giving rise to a legend that lasted until 1983 when the
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mystery was revealed with the discovery of his remains.
Wittmann is still considered a legend in Germany today
and is sometimes known as the “Black Baron”, a clear
reference to the Red Baron Manfred Von Richtofen.
From the German occupation of Belgium in May 1940,
Flemish recruits from northern Belgium – considered by
the Nazis to be 'Germanic' – were accepted individually
into Waffen-SS units. From Hitler's invasion of the USSR
in June 1941, additional recruits from the Frenchspeaking south (Wallonia) were drafted. Both
communities formed volunteer 'Legions', to fight
(according to Goebbels' propaganda machine) 'for
European civilization against the Bolshevik threat'; these
were a Flemish Legion in the Waffen-SS and a Walloon
Legion in the German Army. Both served on the Russian
Front in 1942-43; the Walloon Legion was then also
transferred into the Waffen-SS, and the decorated
Walloon officer Leon Degrelle became a publicized
'poster boy' for foreign SS volunteers. Both Legions were
then redesignated as SS Assault Brigades, and
thereafter saw extremely hard fighting in the Ukraine and
on the Baltic front. In autumn 1944, their survivors were
withdrawn from the front and incorporated into two new
understrength SS Divisions, 27. 'Langemarck' and 28.
'Wallonien'. This new account, featuring detailed colour
plates of uniform and insignia, recounts the battle history
of the French and Flemish-speaking Belgian SS, up to
their final transformation into full divisions in the winter of
1944/45.
The 28th SS Volunteer Grenadier Division ‘Wallonien’,
which mostly consisted of French-speaking citizens of
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the Kingdom of Belgium – first as part of the Wehrmacht,
and later in the ranks of the Waffen SS – fought as one
of the national legions against the Red Army on the
Eastern Front in February 1942. The Walloons gained
fame during the legendary resistance in Cherkassy
Pocket, where in early 1944 they lost more than fifty
percent of their strength. In the summer of the same year
they fought a defensive battle in Estonia in the region of
Dorpat, and in February 1945 were directed to Western
Pomerania, where until the last days of the war they put
up a stubborn resistance to the armies of Stalin. This
book, which was originally published in Polish, is based
on the unpublished memoirs of participants of these
events, and is the first account to describe the Walloons’
participation in the mysterious Pomeranian campaign in
such a detailed manner. It tells the tragic story of the
Walloon volunteers, who at all costs tried to stop the
onrush of the enemy standing at the gates of the Third
Reich. The Pomeranian odyssey led by the controversial
and infamous Volksführer Leon Degrelle went on for
three months, and the trial meant death and courage.
Stargard, Altdamm, Neu Rosow – these are locations,
that became synonyms for unconditional sacrifice. They
are also a symbol of kameradschaft, of a group of tough
guys and daredevils, who were determined to stake
everything on one throw of the dice. The book is
illustrated with unique photographs, known so far only to
a small group of people. These are complemented by a
special comic created by the French artist Godus and
with images made with great attention to detail, which
were produced for historical reconstruction, showing
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silhouettes of the Walloon soldiers. It is worth noting that
some of these were made in the same location where
the fighting raged in April 1945.

As the child of peasants, Karen grew up with a pair
of simple red shoes. Then, when her parents died,
Karen was adopted by a rich old woman who gave
Karen a new pair of red shoes that would make
princesses green with envy. This newfound wealth
causes Karen to forget her humble origins and grow
up to become a cruel and vain adult. Then, one day,
the red shoes that sparked her greed come to life
and steer Karen down a path she never would have
imagined in her wildest dreams. This volume also
includes Metaphrog's adaptation of the Hans
Christian Andersen classic, "The Little Match Girl"
and a tale of their own invention, "The Glass Case".
A groundbreaking history of what drove the Germans
to fight -- and keep fighting -- for a lost cause in
World War II In The German War, acclaimed
historian Nicholas Stargardt draws on an
extraordinary range of firsthand testimony -personal diaries, court records, and military
correspondence -- to explore how the German
people experienced the Second World War. When
war broke out in September 1939, it was deeply
unpopular in Germany. Yet without the active
participation and commitment of the German people,
it could not have continued for almost six years.
What, then, was the war the Germans thought they
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were fighting? How did the changing course of the
conflict -- the victories of the Blitzkrieg, the first
defeats in the east, the bombing of German cities -alter their views and expectations? And when did
Germans first realize they were fighting a genocidal
war? Told from the perspective of those who lived
through it -- soldiers, schoolteachers, and
housewives; Nazis, Christians, and Jews -- this
masterful historical narrative sheds fresh and
disturbing light on the beliefs and fears of a people
who embarked on and fought to the end a brutal war
of conquest and genocide.
Léon Joseph Marie Ignace Degrelle (Bouillon, 15
giugno 1906 – Málaga, 31 marzo 1994) è stato un
politico belga, fondatore del rexismo, movimento
nazionalista belga di ispirazione cattolica, per poi
indirizzarsi ideologicamente al fascismo. Combatté
nella seconda guerra mondiale nel contingente
vallone delle Waffen-SS. Alla fine della guerra si
rifugia in Spagna e ivi è naturalizzato nel 1954, ha
sempre difeso ed esaltato il suo operato erigendosi a
paladino del nazismo e delle tesi revisioniste sulla
seconda guerra mondiale. È stato una delle
principali figure del neonazismo e referente di alcuni
movimenti dell'estrema destra europea.
Michael Wittmann (Vogelthal, 22 April 1914 - Caen,
8 August 1944) was a famous officer of the WaffenSS, he is considered one of the most legendary and
combative tank commanders of the Second World
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War. He achieved his tactical masterpiece
immediately after the Allied landings in Normandy on
13 June 1944, when in just an hour he destroyed 21
tanks and 28 other armored vehicles of the British
7th Armored Division in the village of Villers-Bocage.
Less than a month later, on August 8, during
Operation Totalize, Wittmann died along with four
other members of his crew, not before achieving the
most victories in history for a tank crew, with the
destruction of nearly 300 enemy vehicles. for a long
time the remains of the mythical commander were
not found, giving rise to a legend that lasted until
1983 when the mystery was revealed with the
discovery of his remains. Wittmann is still considered
a legend in Germany today and is sometimes known
as the "Black Baron", a clear reference to the Red
Baron Manfred Von Richtofen.
Nearly 60 years after the end of the Second World
War, the name "Degrelle" remains controversial in
Belgium and abroad. Was he a traitor to his nation,
or a hero for anti-Communism? Until recently, the
only information available on the man and his
political movement came from Degrelle's own
memoirs, or from works heavily slanted for or against
him. Eddy De Bruyne, specialist in WWII Walloon
Military Collaboration, has devoted over 20 years to
intensively studying the available documentation, as
well as interviewing the surviving collaborators of
that era, including Degrelle himself. De Bruyne's
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findings, set down in several French language
publications, represent the most detailed studies of
Walloon political and military collaboration yet
assembled. Now, with the aid of American WaffenSS researcher Marc Rikmenspoel, De Bruyne has
combined his works into a single English language
book. The greatest portion of the book is devoted to
the most comprehensive account of the campaigns
of the Legion Wallonie and its successor SSSturmbrigade/Division Wallonien (28th SS
Panzergrenadier Division) yet seen in English. The
text is supported by approximately 400 period
photos, complemented by many maps and
illustrations of contemporary posters and other
ephemera, completing a package that will be a musthave for military historians, afficianados of rare
photos, and collectors of materials on the SS.
In this issue: The Flemish Legion, Felix Steiner and the
European Volunteers, The Wiking and the battles in the
Izyum area, July 1943, SS-Unterscharführer Max Rudolf
Pesarra, The Italian SS Legion and the Foreign
Volunteer Legion Military Award & Insignia.
About the Holocaust in Belgium.
Following the Nazi occupation of Norway in 1941, the
Waffen-SS began recruiting volunteers to serve in their
ranks. Initially formed into small volunteer units, these
developed into large divisions by 1943, referred to as
'Legions' in Nazi propaganda. Early volunteers were
promised that they would not leave Scandinavia and that
they would serve under native Norwegian officers – but
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after the German invasion of the Soviet Union they were
deployed to the Leningrad front alongside Dutch and
Latvian units, in the 2nd SS Infantry Brigade. These units
combined to form the nucleus of a whole regiment within
the new 11th SS Volunteer Panzergrenadier Division
'Nordland'. Fully illustrated with detailed artwork
depicting the uniforms and equipment of the volunteer
soldiers, this fascinating study tells the little-known story
of the Norwegians who fought with the SS in World War
II.
Explores the sources in real life of all the Tintin
adventures, from the characters to the scenery.
Although Belgium has only been an independent state
since the 1830s, it has a long and complex past. This
history is essential for understanding the complexities of
issues that led to a devolution of the unitary Belgian state
into a federation of linguistically based regions. In
addition to the elements that contributed to Belgium's
particular political evolution, the history which is traced in
this book is a composite of many themes of broad
historical interest and importance. Belgium: A History
covers the gamut of Belgian history through dramas of
religious and cultural conflict, intense localism, state
building, uneven development, divergent class interests,
war and domination, and finally, integration into a larger
European community.
The military career of Jochen Peiper, one of the most
valiant and decorated officers of the Waffen SS, told
through the main battles and campaigns, which involved
the units under his command, especially the armored
Kampfgruppen of the Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler, starting
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from the fighting on the front Kharkov, between February
and March 1943, passing through the fighting for the
salient of Kursk, the intervention in Italy, the new
campaign on the Ukrainian front between autumn and
winter of 1943-44, fighting on the front of Normandy, the
counter-offensive in the Ardennes, until the last fighting
on the Hungarian front and in Austria. The analysis of the
various battles told through the testimonies of the direct
protagonists, the war reports of the period, the original
documents, without forgetting the involvement in some
war crimes, all accompanied as always, by an
exceptional iconographic apparatus, maps, documents
and images, coming from the military archives all over
the world and from the main private collections, to make
the discussion of the topics even more compelling and
realistic.
In this issue: The Kampfgruppe Rehmann, summer
1944,Albert Frey, Knight’s Cross with Oakleaves Holder,
The French Legion through the eyes of an SSKriegsberichter, Free Corps Denmark at Velikije
Luki,Hungarian Armored Forces in WW2, 2nd part.
A fascinating and long overdue study of the troops that
made up Germany's elite special forces of World War II.
Such forces included the legenday Skorzeny
Commandos who carried out audacious tasks such as
the glider-borne rescue of Mussolini, and the kidnapping
of the son of the Hungarian regent, Admiral Horthy. This
book also includes details of lesser-known units such as
the Brandenburgers, who operated behind enemy lines
in captured uniforms, and the Kleinkampfverbände who
were the forerunners of modern-day naval combat troops
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like the US Navy SEALs. Complete with uniform and kit
detail together with action accounts of many of these
daring operations, this book is a must-have for any
special forces enthusiast.
Born to a Belgian family in the year 1906, Léon Joseph
Marie Ignace Degrelle rose to prominence as a
newspaper editor and head of the militant monarchist,
Catholic, and anticommunist Parti Rexiste. Following the
German occupation of Belgium, Degrelle and his party
loyalists enlisted in the Wehrmacht-organized Walloon
Legion to aid in the liberation of the peoples of the Soviet
Republics. He raised approximately 6,000 volunteers
over the course of the war, both for the Wehrmacht and,
later, for the Waffen-SS. Barely a third of these
volunteers would survive. Degrelle and his men were
noted for extreme bravery, brutal ferocity in close
quarters fighting, and an indomitable spirit of selfsacrifice, with Degrelle himself earning the Knight's
Cross of the Iron Cross with Oak Leaves. After the fall of
Berlin, Degrelle made a daring escape from the
crumbling Third Reich. He managed to reach Spain,
where he was safeguarded by Franco's government. His
native Belgium later sentenced him to death in absentia
for collaboration with the Germans. Degrelle expressed
no regrets for joining the war on the side of the Axis
Powers, defending both his own actions and those of his
superiors and comrades. He lived in Spain until his death
of natural causes in 1994, and remained active in
anticommunist and pan-European causes despite
several attempts at his extradition, kidnapping, or
assassination. The Burning Souls is Degrelle's reflection
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on his experiences and on the soul - part poetry, part
memoir. In it, he traces his journey, from his idyllic
childhood to the frozen steppes of Russia, not just as a
physical journey but as a great spiritual trial. He instructs
us that to give oneself completely, to be willing to
weather all hardships in service of a transcendent ideal,
is what is required to overcome the spiritual malaise of
our day. The Burning Souls is now being made available
for the first time in English by Antelope Hill Publishing.
This book examines the history of political collaboration
in Belgium during World War II. The Rexist movement
was founded in the early 1930s by Leon Degrelle as a
movement of renovation and conquest, and it was
gradually transformed into a political party which won
11% of the vote in the general election of 1936. After the
German blitzkreig which overwhelmed Belgium in May
1940, Degrelle and the Rexists declared open support
for the Nazis, founding a volunteer army which fought on
the Eastern front, and eventually receiving the Iron Cross
with Oak Leaves for his efforts in supporting the Nazis.
After the fall of the Reich, Degrelle fled to Spain where
he continues to live today. Conway has based this
account of a little-known part of the history of World War
II on a comprehensive examination of the Belgian and
German records, as well as personal interviews with
Degrelle himself and other surviving Rexists.
In the summer of 1942, German forces resumed their attack
on the Eastern Front, this time concentrating exclusively on
the southern sector, with the objective of conquering
Stalingrad and the Caucasus. After having been engaged in
the recapture of Rostov, the Wiking Division penetrated
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deeply into the Cuacasus, crossing many rivers that crisscrossed that area, facing thousands of ambushes and
thousands of encounters against an enemy that was
increasingly battle-tested, tough and impossible to pin down.
Throughout this new campaign there lacked, in fact, the
sweeping maneuvers of annihilation of the Soviet forces that
had characterized the 1941 summer campaign. This time, the
Soviet commands and soldiers learned to withdraw and
regroup their forces in order to launch ferocious
counterattacks, adding skill to their courage. Despite
everything, the SS troops were able to reach the far-off
Asiatic regions, threatening to reach the shores of the
Caspian Sea. The terrain conditions, the strong enemy
resistance, logistics problems and heavy losses slowed down
the ambitions of the SS and of all of the German forces. With
the deterioration of the situation on the Stalingrad front, the
German forces in the Caucasus were forced to withdraw
rapidly to avoid being trapped themselves and it was only due
to the stoic stand made by Von Paulus' German forces that
enabled them to save themselves, given them time to pull
back to the north and return to the positions they had
occupied the previous year. The Wiking Division was involved
in a terrible winter retreat, characterized by bitter fighting
against the enemy and against glacial cold, suffering
additional heavy losses, managing to pull the survivors of that
terrible adventure across the Mius river. The chronology of
events is told through direct testimony of the participants,
period war reports and original documents, all accompanied
as always by an exceptional host of images, maps and
documents taken from military archives throughout the world
and from highly respected private archives, all designed to
make treatment of the subject more compelling.
Collection of writings by General Leon Degrelle on the role
and influence of Adolph Hitler in the 20th century.
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A gripping first-person memoir of soldierly sacrifice, heroism
and fierce combat against numerically superior Soviet forces
during World War II, by a charismatic Belgian writer and
politician turned Waffen SS front-line infantryman. In a
laudatory review appearing in an official US Army Department
magazine, US Army Brigadier General John C. Bahnsen
wrote: "The pace of the writing is fast; the action is graphic,
and a warrior can learn things from reading this book. I
recommend its reading by students of the art of war. It is well
worth the price." Here is the epic story of the Walloon Legion,
a volunteer Belgian unit of the World War II pan-European SS
force, as told by the legendary figure whose unmatched
frontline combat experience and literary talent made him the
premier spokesman for his fallen comrades. Captures the grit,
the terror and the glory of Europe's crusade against
Communism in absorbing prose. Includes fascinating firstperson descriptions of Hitler, Himmler and other Third Reich
personalities. Degrelle vividly describes how he and his
comrades endured danger, privation and torrents of shot and
shell -- on the sun-baked steppes of Ukraine, at the foothills
of the Caucasus, in the depths of bone-chilling winter,
through the stinking mud and the flaming hell of Cherkassy,
and across the rolling plains of Estonia and the Pomeranian
lake country. You'll learn what moved the 35-year-old
Degrelle -- a brilliant intellectual and his country's most
colorful political leader -- to enlist as a private in the volunteer legion he himself organized to join with Third Reich
Germany and its allies in their titanic fight against the
Bolshevik enemy."
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